Rattling Cages is what I DO.
Part 2
Re: Rattling Cages is what I DO.

Perhaps if you spent less time on GLP and more time increasing your wealth you would feel better about yourself.

Now why would I want to "increase" my wealth. If I engaged in that again, I would not be feeling so good at all. I tried chasing at least some better leftover money in earlier years and what I was doing to try to get it, did not sit with my soul. Money ensalves and having more of the stuff does not end enslavement by it. Just more bills to pay, more taxes, more hassles.

IS this some sort of veiled threat? Smells ratty to me. Threats are not effective on me anyway.

Also I will probably not be here much for a couple days, I have extensive conferencing taking place. I am even closing my forum for that time as I won't be able to attend there.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
01/06/2012 06:52 PM

Perhaps if you spent less time on GLP and more time increasing your wealth you would feel better about yourself.

Now why would I want to "increase" my wealth. If I engaged in that again, I would not be feeling so good at all. I tried chasing at least some better leftover money in earlier years and what I was doing to try to get it, did not sit with my soul. Money ensalves and having more of the stuff does not end enslavement by it. Just more bills to pay, more taxes, more hassles.

IS this some sort of veiled threat? Smells ratty to me. Threats are not effective on me anyway.

Also I will probably not be here much for a couple days, I have extensive conferencing taking place. I am even closing my forum for that time as I won't be able to attend there.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I can resonate with that way of expressing it.

But to be completely fair, small as your disability payment may be, it's guaranteed unlike the jobs
of people who are or were working in this economy. The safety net really doesn't exist for most people, there's no guarantee of even a minimal payment unless they do something to get sent to jail (3 hots and a cot.)

So they may feel more enslaved about it than you do, if they cannot see specifically how God will provide for them if things go sour, even if they are not inherently money-hungry.

DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/06/2012 09:37 PM

Perhaps if you spent less time on GLP and more time increasing your wealth you would feel better about yourself.

Now why would I want to "increase" my wealth. If I engaged in that again, I would not be feeling so good at all. I tried chasing at least some better leftover money in earlier years and what I was doing to try to get it, did not sit with my soul. Money ensalves and having more of the stuff does not end enslavement by it. Just more bills to pay, more taxes, more hassles.

IS this some sort of veiled threat? Smells ratty to me. Threats are not effective on me anyway.

Also I will probably not be here much for a couple days, I have extensive conferencing taking place. I am even closing my forum for that time as I won't be able to attend there.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Here is to good and successful meetings, NIP... 😊

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/08/2012 12:38 PM

NEW AGE LIES, being satans minon,

hmmm, if you are a "christian" posting this, Jesus did promise someplace in that NT that refreshed
teaching and guidance would be forthcoming near the end of the age, because it is known that truths taught get mucked up and a silly religion by the thugs would result, disabling his work. I am not a "new ager" regards what is going on in that religious genre, in which the CIA is heavily involved to side tract the star seeds. There is no one satan here on earth at this time. Lucifer chose to be uncreated rather than face a very long karmic incarnation of perhaps a million years or more to learn by experience the whys it didn't work although he knew at that point. for him to continue he would have had also to return to the higher realms from whence he had come and undo his errors and to the end he refused, and so chose to become as if he had never been leaving a lot of us to wipe up his mess. His lieutenant Satan did choose to return to the light and is working out his repentance.

The promise of Jesus is fulfilled thru the Urantia Book, the Phoenix Journals, the 365 lessons ONLY of the Course of Miracles, much of Dolores Cannons work, the works of Walter Russell and many others. Take them or leave them, God does not force you.

Now regards repentence, that is directed at those who crucified him, and the others imprisoned on this world. If these ones wish to either return to their former estate (ie fallen angels) or gain the higher realms (galactic thugs), the will repent. These will not fly the friendly creation again, until they do. Period.

This IS current from your "jesus", and it does refer to those who wish a short cut to heaven. Its called, I AM the WAY, the Truth and the Life. Partake of it. if some of you readers have missed this, its a very clear and worthy read.

[link to abundanthope.net]

STFU lying blasphemer Me thinks its perhaps you who might have the problem with blasphemy.

You lack of intelligence begs me to ask you not to reproduce Typo here? I am well past reproducing, being 64 years of age and having undergone also a hysterectomy. But those I brought forth into this world thru my body are wondrous people, old experienced souls. Has nothing to do with the DNA.

And much thanks to those who gave me some LOVELY Green.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/08/2012 09:24 PM

Jesus is an Evil Et fuckwit who is gonna soul fuck you for all eternity! HA HA! Why do people like to write stuff like this? Humorous to you dude?
**Nobody in Particular (OP)**

I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/23/2012 10:04 AM

Keep up the good work! I don't always agree with you, but your posts are interesting and well thought out.

Focusing on this nice green thumb. I don't ask for everyone to agree, but I just hope some of my posts will cause some food for thought! Man is becoming more hungry, sometimes anyway for more. Thankyou.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1936681
United States
01/30/2012 10:06 AM

Delusions of Grandeur... look it up. Those of us who know who you really are and what you are up to know the actual TRUTH - that you and your site is not the 'Second Coming', except maybe the coming of insanity.

Honey, you are so narcissistic that you feed off every bit of drama created by you and for you. Those of us who see through your facade feel kind of sad for you, although obviously you are here to learn like everyone else.

Here's hoping you learn the truth before you deceive anyone else, and learn to melt your ego down a bit before it turns into the monster you are creating it to become...

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9871374
Canada
01/30/2012 12:29 PM

Delusions of Grandeur... look it up. Those of us who know who you really are and what you are up to know the actual TRUTH - that you and your site is not the 'Second Coming', except maybe the coming of insanity.
Honey, you are so narcissistic that you feed off every bit of drama created by you and for you. Those of us who see through your facade feel kind of sad for you, although obviously you are here to learn like everyone else.

Here's hoping you learn the truth before you deceive anyone else, and learn to melt your ego down a bit before it turns into the monster you are creating it to become...

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1936681

This civilization is totally disfunctional for more reasons than I can possibly list. Those of us who are spiritually aware, like NIP, are trying to raise the planet up into Light and Life. This means that every single person, all 7 billion of us, would live by the will of God, the Universal Laws and the Laws of Balance. Imagine the difference.

How are you making out with this?

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/30/2012 02:18 PM

well I have some interesting possible plans and it appears some are picking that up on that and so here come the red thumb folks. the "ego" is the mind that comes with the body and gets programmed from birth and before actually. Meditation is used to access the higher mind and I suggest some master that idea.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1364770
United States
01/30/2012 02:20 PM

well I have some interesting possible plans and it appears some are picking that up on that and so here come the red thumb folks.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

does that mean something WE can actually observe will happen or more mystical stuff you have to come back and report on and we take your word for ?
null
Thread: GLPVC Discussion on Global Overcontrol of Money and Politics with NIP Tonight at 11:15 EST I am doing a podcast here tomorrow night.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/03/2012 05:55 PM

lovely green thumb today or so: It is said that the true character of a person is shown by how they treat those who can't do anything for you. Thanks for visiting the 4 yr old boy (L&L)

Well that was such a joy for me, him and mom. This child though he cannot talk much, still in momma pappa babble, is incredibly SMART. He has cerebral palsy, from a birth injury. Normal pregnancy. His right side is a mess but his left side sort of works. I was invited over to visit after the therapist left. Child was sleeping, tired from the terapy session, and I under stand that because of my MS and arthritis, et all. A slow moving nervous system tires very easily.

Well we chatted and then he called to be gotten up from his nap. Mom put him in his wheelchair that has a large tray on it, and handed him his I PAD.

OMG! This kid is brilliant, he serfs the web as well as any older kid going to websites suitable for children, plus there seemed to be some childrens software maybe also on his I pad. Mom says he has had other tablets, which didn't work so well, there is a language barrier between us, I don't speak spanish at all, her english is not bad but needs some help still.

She insures them, because his right hand arm, sometimes rests of them and burns them out. But at any rate apparently this I Pad is much better for what it does that what he had before. He has had this since Christmas and has hugely moved forward. How I am not sure having not watched him with other tablets.
It was so much FUN for ME to watch this little tiger. He is well well beyond 4 years mentally even if his body doesn't cooperate. This one is going to show the world something. As he does his games and moves around the web he is so excited, laughs and wiggles like crazy. I have suspected this child had more intelligence that it would appear because of missing language skills. Well his language is pretty good and so is his math skills already thru the games. He counts very well and because of the I pad, and games also reads the numbers.

He enjoys company, well he gets a lot of attention. the one thing that upsets him is to listen to PIANO music, not other music. I think he knows he isn't likely to ever play piano, but who knows, maybe a little bit later. This is an OLD SOUL here for something.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/11/2012 10:41 AM

I need to rattle some christian cages this morning, being again rebanned from posting in one members thread. No problem, I ban people too.

But I was banned for making the statement that the holy spirit does not have a medical degree. Nor does it have dna or a penis to make Jesus.

as the 3rd person Trinity, the INFINITE SPIRIT is the source of all evolutionary mind. And his daughters are the holy spirits of the many universes. Our holy spirit is Nebadonia, and she is the source thus of evolutionary mind of our local universe. She also participates with Michael in making the angels serving Nebadon, such as the arch angels, and she alone creates many angels by herself, including the class of angels known as seraphim. some seraphim become personal guardian angels for humans when they reach 5d consciousness.

"Holy Spirit" is another word like "god" on this world, that means just about anything but what it actually is.
the holy spirit is however, in your mind, since you are evolutionary.

The Spirit of Truth in the bible, is not the holy spirit. It is a library of information that was gifted by Michael and Nebadonia together on Pentacost. this knowledge is written on photons which is why the sudden light the day bestowed. Truth can only be written on photons. The Spirit of Truth can only be accessed thru your Father Fragment, that other "holy spirit" people do not understand and your Father Fragment, also storing information on photons, is FIRST PERSON of Trinity, not 3rd person.

The spirit, is in fact the Eternal Son, 2nd person of the Trinity, and this statement is over simplified but I have to begin somewhere. The Eternal Son draws you all to spiritual values.

for utter simplifying, the Father is the Father, who also gifts personality. If you have a personality, its a gift from the father. If you cat has a personality, its a gift from the Father. The Eternal Son is Spirit, spirit of life and draws all upwards who will receive of these gifts of the spirit. The Infinite Spirit is the source of all evolutionary mind and has as daughters the Mother Spirits of the universes. enough for now, start there christians. jesus is not the eternal Son, nor the only son of God. You are sons of God. the Eternal Son was the FIRST SON, not the only son. You are all only begotten sons because none of you match.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/11/2012 12:17 PM

I STILL don't understand how you got in the green?!?!?!? You must have a thousand sock puppet accounts!!

hmm if I had a thousand sock puppets, i think I would have always been in the green and much more generously. Pinned threads have helped and there are less reds than ever. Since only members can vote, where would I find these? I don't know how many actual members there are here, only 200+ seem logged on at any one time most of the time. do the math. and list my sock puppets while you are at it.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/11/2012 03:32 PM

-- AH- Candace GLP # 40-2 -- page. 9
Enemy of God & Deceitful False Witness Tries to lead others to eternal destruction

well I offended some christians today. No one can lead anybody to destruction, You have FREE WILL to make your own choices. To walk from your eternal life is your own choice. And it has nothing to do with religion. In fact all the religions of earth were never started by the ones who came to TEACH, and were created by Man and completely infiltrated by the satanic thugs. That we are still at war in the middle east, and north africa is proof that you ones do not know nor live the laws of God as to your group power. You WANT your Armageddon. Prophecy is given to let you know what the plans of the THUGS are, so you can do something about it. Ponder that carefully.

Aman
User ID: 10136216
United States
02/11/2012 06:51 PM

On purpose! This is a recent red thumb, loving it!

You are an ass. Get off of your high horse. and how dare you sit there with your avitar a little cutie with the peace sign when you are such a cage rattler!

:laughing floor:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i rattled your cage once and got banned, hate truth do you?

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/11/2012 09:31 PM

On purpose! This is a recent red thumb, loving it!

You are an ass. Get off of your high horse. and how dare you sit there with your avitar a little cutie
with the peace sign when you are such a cage rattler!

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i rattled your cage once and got banned, hate truth do you?
Quoting: Aman 10136216

I assure that if I banned you, you did NOT rattle my cage. for people that ask honest questions or make honest statements I will usually answer them. I like to say I always do but sometimes I get busy and forget to come back.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/12/2012 11:09 PM

different topic, you ones really need to LEARN that many modern vaccines are put out to harm you on purpose. I friend gave into getting a tetanus shot, going ot new clinic to shut them up. Well it was not just tetanus, but the whooping cough etc combination (DPT) and she had an immune reaction, got a scleritis etc of her eyes, and she actually got the whooping cough. She was really sick.

When I was a nurse I took care of a kid with whooping cough. That is one nasty illness.

The scleritis started that very night, and the whooping cough the next morning.

moonlight lotus
User ID: 2563394
United States
02/13/2012 05:06 PM

different topic, you ones really need to LEARN that many modern vaccines are put out to harm you on purpose. I friend gave into getting a tetanus shot, going ot new clinic to shut them up. Well it was not just tetanus, but the whooping cough etc combination (DPT) and she had an immune reaction, got a scleritis etc of her eyes, and she actually got the whooping cough. She was really sick.

When I was a nurse I took care of a kid with whooping cough. That is one nasty illness.
The scleritis started that very night, and the whooping cough the next morning.

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

Thank you for this. It makes me feel better about my decision not to vaccinate my son despite nagging doctors, teachers and mother-in-laws.

**Nobody in Particular** (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/13/2012 08:08 PM

well today I am a rattler of cages for 2 days actually and pissed as shit thankyou. So here I let it all out, minus what made me pissed as shit. Ok. You don't need the whole drama. This is a post I made in another thread.

>>OP Jesus existed,<<

hi NIP, what is his real name?

What a wonderful creator this mind is..
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 1105272**

NIP will tell you differently, but his name was Joshua ben Joseph, also spelled Yeshua ben Yosef. This was his Hebrew name. Jesus is Greek for Joshua, we get it from the original Greek version of the bible translated into English, although the original Hebrew version is just as important. Bible study needs to involve these earlier versions because of the problems of mistranslation. Hell for instance comes from mistranslations as well as church mythology to control people for monetary reasons. What people actually feared in Jesus' time was eternal death, and that is what hell was supposed to represent, the horror of nonexistence. But avoiding this is rather easy, and it doesn't require a church. Just love others as yourself. The more love you can give, the greater the amount of God's love you can feel within yourself. It is a tangible form of energy.

Quoting: **overmind**

excuse me, Overmind since WHEN would I tell them differently? I had said this so often I am sick of it in fact. That name was the given name, as least as presented IN ENGLISH in the Urantia Book. how it was said in ARAMAIC, I have NO idea. I don't read it and never heard it and I never asked either.

Jesus was given by PAUL, it is not greek for Joshua. and it means annointed one and I for one will take Esu's word for that one since I don't speak greek either. Title not a name and the wrong
title to boot.

It was the name then, it is not the name NOW. all incarnating beings have STELLAR names and not even Christ Michael's name is actually Christ Michael. It starts with ATON. Which is a holy word for Father Creator, an intoned sung tone, like people sing in gregorian chants sort of singing. His name if written out in syllables, he did that with Jess, takes half a page of paper and pages if put to the cording etc. The term Michael is an english adaptation for the ENGLISH UB even.

"Jesus" by whatever "name" used, was the incarnation of two individuals into ONE BODY. Overmind, the Creator Son is a massive massive photon spirit being and cannot occupy in any way shape or form, one of these bodies. Even for him to overshadow required the very high DNA that Gabriel of Nebadon provided. The UB purposely did not make some accurate statements because there is information you do NOT give the thugs who hunt down descedants.

I am a spirit being as a Mighty Messenger and I overshadow my own form which was custom created also so I could have these skills I have. My body has far more DNA strands than man.

Where you like of it or NOT beloved, Esu continued the journey, and CM left the journey at the crucifixion and returned to the CEntral Universe to finish up his part in the deal and also begin the planning for this world for later.

The Body Esu and CM shared IS buried in Srinagar Kasmir. He lived until he was around 115 years of age, married, had 5 kids, and Judas was NOT the betrayer, but because Judas was the ONLY apostle WITH WRITTEN RECORDS made during the incarnation, this could NOT be disclosed. So the lie made was allowed to stand. The betrayer WAS Juda IHaroth, son of a pharisee. Judas was deliberately FRAMED for something he did not do, but for safety of record keeping and for Esu to continue, it was necessary to keep the lie.

If was desired for the people to think Esu DEAD. So he and Judas could continue the journey and teach in central asia, india etc. Thus Saul thought Esu was a ghost when he went to Damascus Judas died before Esu, and the records were then kept by Esu's Son Joseph,. And returned to the old grave after Esu's passing from this world.

If it had been allowed for ones to believe Esu lived, he would have been chased everywhere and his progeny would have been sought out and killed to the last one and the valuable uplifting of DNA in the region lost.

Now this is Truth and I could care less today because I am a bitch today, if any of you accept it or not. YOUR CHOICE dear readers. We tell the truth and we tell the truth............. So be it.

I know these people personally and I know of what I speak and we put out what we can put out.

Now you ones please go read also Phoenix Journals #2 and #3 and if you have NOT read them, Overmind, please do so post haste. They are an adjutant, to the Urantia Book and go where it could NOT go. And they didn't go far enough and we have added and added and added as is safe to do so.

Esu's NAME is Sananda Immanuel Esu Kumara and the apostles called him Immanuel. CM was in the role of very close advice, in his role of overshadowing Esu. We do not have decent spiritual words, so "over shadow" will have to do. There had to be a special body, as above, for this to happen, for this special connection.
Christ Michael IS returned and again overshadowing a body of a different short that the angelics use when they must be visible to man that has the necessary interface.

Now I will collect this story and put it some of my other threads. We are not involved in fairy tales, we are involved in what truth CAN be shared at this time. Take or leave it. It is a gift of love. I don't know how to do it any other way. But I get my days of frustration just as did the CM/Esu combination then, and just as they do "separately" at this time. They get frustrated with man who is not learning to REASON and prefers Santa claus fairy tales to reality. I have been dealing the Santa claus christians since yesterday, to no avail it seems.

You ones have got to come out of this foolish bullshit and grow up or you are going to be fools on some other planet. Ponder that one. God is MIND people. Where are your minds? Thank you for listening to the rant, perhaps now I will feel better, having let it out.

OH let me add in AGAIN, linky to PJ 2 and 3: [link to www.freewebs.com] there I am done with my rant.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/23/2012 03:18 PM
How does a mind become so twisted. I am that I am. LOL. Really? Eternal Life is an awfully long time, and during the endless whole of it, the soul/mind/personality is always trying to move upwards to come more and more into truth, forming itself. That is what I AM THAT I AM means, as I explained wherever you just found it to post today.

You are a Son of God, making you an I AM. Once you are conscious of that anyway. I AM THAT, is what you are creating of yourself. I AM THAT I AM, is in the current now of where you are on your eternal journey. Wear it with PRIDE as long as you are constantly working on growth.

***************

To be so cock-sure and so utterly preposterous is a common trait, though you do bring it up to a near art form.

Well work on YOUR KNOWING until you can feel cock sure about whatever it is you are exploring. See above.

*******

Bibletard I haven't even figured out where the ones apply this red thumb to me get that idea. I most certainly am NOT. There is truth in it, but much has been changed out and those people back then were NOT very God Conscious, and it has crap in it from that. In fact the apostles, many of them did NOT understand the teachings and mucked them up too.

Continuing thanks to all of you who post green thumbs! I continue to attempt and then forget, to give out more greens than I do, new habits of this sort come slowly to me.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 11316837
Russian Federation
02/23/2012 03:38 PM

In John 8:24 Jesus declared: “For if you should not believe that I am [ego eimi] you will perish in your sins”

[link to www.christiandefense.org]

dab a truth for the thread. :)

-- AH- Candace GLP # 40-2 -- page. 15
In John 8:24 Jesus declared: “For if you should not believe that I am [ego eimi] you will perish in your sins”

[link to www.christiandefense.org]

dab a truth for the thread. :)  
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 11316837

While there is some truth there, there are also Issues which are not so. jesus was two people sharing one form. he was never the "body" any more than you ones are your body. the body is a temple to carry the soul.

"1/2" of Jesus was Michael of Nebadon, who IS the Creator Son and GOD of Nebadon, our sector of the creation. The other was a very advanced soul doing the final steps to acquire Paradise, home of First Source, his name being Esu Immanuel at the time of the incarnation 2000 years ago. He earned Paradise and now is also called Sananda, which is a title added to his name.

Islam in not accepting "Jesus" as GOD is not correct, but they are correct in accepting ESU as a prophet, in their understanding that God or Allah Sends his prophets to all races and cultures.

Christians are totally mucked up in their understanding as Neither of these two was the ETERNAL SON, 2nd person of the Trinity and thus the comprehension of God and the Trinity is totally confused and this has been accidental and on purpose.

The Michael of Nebadon "1/2" of that shared incarnation, is the personification of the Father and the Eternal Son to this sector of the creation. His "Parents" are the Father and the Son. The 3rd person of Trinity, the Infinite Spirit, is brought to Nebadon, our local universe, by Mother Nebadonia, who parent i the Infinite Spirit, thus completely Trinity ENERGIES to Nebadon. Nebadonia is thus our Mother God/Holy Spirit.

The holy spirit thing of Christianity is so very mucked up, I can't even discern what these ones mean by it and neither can they. It is confused mostly with the Father Fragment within when they say the holy spirit talked to them.

What was given on Pentacost was the SPIRIT OF TRUTH, a trinity living bestowal of knowledge that is a living Library, which is added to the MIND of this Planet, and can only be accessed by individual the Father Fragment, within during meditation. The Holy Spirit did not make the body of
Jesus. The body of Jesus was created from Mary's egg and using DNA from Gabriel, the chief executive of Nebadon. The Holy Spirit has NO DNA, nor does it make sure the bible is accurate.

As to the Trinity, the three persons of the Trinity all happened really at once and are 3 merging fields of living energies. The Eternal Son is given as the FIRST BORN SON. He is not the only son, which is tragic teaching of Christianity, that does allow people to know they are also Sons of God.

In fact, most of the rebellious angels here are sons and daughters of Michael and Nebadonia. Other galactic thugs are Father indwelt, or WERE and never grew up.

Esu Immanuel, the other 1/2, is an ascending Son out of the animals realms, meaning not created an angel. He shows YOU the WAY also, as he has taken and completed the ascending journey to Paradise, and now also sits at the right hand of the father. For all ascending sons of the animal evolution, do one day sit at the right hand of the Father also, when they obtain Paradise.

I am also a Sananda. I have completed that journey. I am have a teaching incarnation here. In service to my wondrous friends, my Creator of Long AGO, Michael of Nebadon, and my wondrous friend Esu. It is your goal as a ascending Son as I said to one day also make Paradise and thus sit at the right hand of the Father.

You ones in all religions have been so lied too. It is time to set your thinking straight. Islam believes in this hell too, but not as permanent. They hold that God can take them out of it. Will, the "hell" worlds are prison worlds dear ones and its time to let yourself OUT OF PRISON and return to your former estates as angels, or continue your ascension journeys as Sons of men, and the FATHER.

That Jesus was called a Son of God and a Son of Man, states that both of them have been man, as Michael did experience that in his shared incarnation, and Esu as a Son of Man because he originated like I did, and all animal origin beings on evolutionary worlds with the goal that one day, all that choose the ascension journey of Man, become LIKE THE ANGELS and Find GOD on Paradise. It takes most millions of "year" or more to become perfected beings and attain Paradise.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/06/2012 10:19 PM

well at least one person is apparently glad to see the "hippie" avatar go away. I got this green thumb. For not being a damn hippie. for those that may not know, this avatar is the AH logo.

There is the Sacred Christic Circle in it, (cross in a circle), an 8 point star and the 3 trinity circles of the UB in gold. CM wanted those added. I was given the Chricic circle to use for AH, I think in 2003 and ordained to service also that year. I have a nice journal entry of the experience the day
that all happened. I had asked to "talk to God" when I went into meditation. So I got the answer back from God for AH, but at the time I did NOT know it was CM giving me the images. I had sent a message twice during "candlelight" meditation to him, but never knew he got it. I did not know he was returned at the time. The violet is simply because it is the color of completion. And also the color of the Adams and Eves who come to planets when its time as to their skin. The colors red, orange, yellow, green blue indigo are the natural colors of evolutionary man. Violet is not.

blue man usually has white hair, orange has green hair, green has orange hair, red has black hair, as do indigos generally and of course when various races mix, you get the mix. The arab on this planet is a mix generally of the yellows and blacks who settled on this planet in Asia and Australia over 1 million years ago. They came from a world that was either dying or overcrowded, I forget now. they brought the kangaroo and other pouched animals found in that area.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/09/2012 11:12 AM

Lying about Iran! The 'death to America' chants are all over the internet and youtube and have been for years!

and you tube is always truthful and definitive? I have talked to many who have traveled there and don't see it much or at all and certainly not any more than the anti Iran bullshit here in the us of a. and any dumb unthinking mass people can be pushed to do bullshit anyway. grow up. But they have a RIGHT TO FEEL THAT WAY because WE are IMPINGING ON THEM and they have a right to not feel so happy about it. Put on your higher MIND and THINK.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/10/2012 05:14 PM

Saying "you ones" is really weird and unnatural. Makes you sound arrogant and unapproachable. Tired of it. And you're in your 60s? You ought to know better by now.
You should know better by now, you are ONES in the eyes of GOD. I should just always use the word "you"? or something else? And when you become ONE with God, you shall really be ONES. When YOU grow up, it will be quite natural.

Get used to it, its universe "speak" and you will see it used a lot in the PJ's and here: [link to www.wisdomoftherays.com]

Or would you rather be called you TWO"s or YOU THREEs?

**Desert Fox**
User ID: 8786935
United States
03/10/2012 05:23 PM

Me too.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 11995037
United States
03/10/2012 05:37 PM

You get paid to post thats what you do.

**Nobody in Particular (OP)**
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/10/2012 06:44 PM

You get paid to post thats what you do.
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 11995037**

really? NOPE. I take NO pay for what I do, its all completely volunteer work. My "pay" is of a spiritual nature.

Anonymous Coward
Ok heres a test for a newer shorter signature file, I am seeing if the links are live or not.

Ok it does, I had to put them in my word processor first. I tried once in the little one that comes with the Mac and the links didn't post live. Back to see if can get the first sentence to bold for a little cage rattling. Lets all of us who desire to do so, maybe change the signature files frequently. I have seen some great ones here and often give a green thumb for them.

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

😊

Az
User ID: 1544442
United States
03/21/2012 11:11 PM

It's 11:11 so I figure I'd bump it up.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4816205
United States
03/26/2012 07:16 PM

Delusions of Grandeur... look it up. Those of us who know who you really are and what you are up to know the actual TRUTH - that you and your site is not the 'Second Coming', except maybe the coming of insanity.

Honey, you are so narcissistic that you feed off every bit of drama created by you and for you. Those of us who see through your facade feel kind of sad for you, although obviously you are here to learn like everyone else.

Here's hoping you learn the truth before you deceive anyone else, and learn to melt your ego down a bit before it turns into the monster you are creating it to become...

😊

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 1936681**

This. X10000

**Andyjax**
User ID: 11308824
United States
03/27/2012 12:00 AM
hello Candace,

must apologize for not keeping up with your forums. Been distracted with all kinds of issues and trying to deal with them. Just want to say you are doing a beautiful job and have had thoughts of going to Denver meet you and give you a Big Hug.

Sir Phydeau
User ID: 5465427
United States
03/27/2012 01:10 AM

Well well,

I'd like to share my views on this, if I may.

NiP used to SO get under my skin. She was, once upon a time, in my top 5 list of people here that REALLY brought out the worst in me.

Then I started to notice something ...

The things I would call her out on (not saying it was my doing it that caused the change, mind you) she started working on leveling out a bit.

Now, in my views, I began to see her as someone that honestly felt she was helping others. While her delivery had left a bit lacking from time to time, she OBVIOUSLY was taking the criticism to heart (criticism of delivery, I personally couldn't care less about what other's believe).

This revealed to me that she was, in fact, not a bad person. That her intent was noble. Since I like to believe that I'm a person that judges intent far more than actions ... my views of her began to change.

Sure, I'll never "convert" to her belief system without some SERIOUS personal proof ... just as she'd never convert to mine. Regardless of that, I like to think that she and I are starting to see eye to eye now.

Just my $0.02

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12832924
Germany
03/27/2012 04:33 AM

Well well,

I'd like to share my views on this, if I may.

NiP used to SO get under my skin. She was, once upon a time, in my top 5 list of people here that REALLY brought out the worst in me.

Then I started to notice something ...

The things I would call her out on (not saying it was my doing it that caused the change, mind you) she started working on leveling out a bit.
Now, in my views, I began to see her as someone that honestly felt she was helping others. While her delivery had left a bit lacking from time to time, she OBVIOUSLY was taking the criticism to heart (criticism of delivery, I personally couldn't care less about what other's believe).

This revealed to me that she was, in fact, not a bad person. That her intent was noble. Since I like to believe that I'm a person that judges intent far more than actions ... my views of her began to change.

Sure, I'll never "convert" to her belief system without some SERIOUS personal proof ... just as she'd never convert to mine. Regardless of that, I like to think that she and I are starting to see eye to eye now.

Just my $0.02  
Quoting: Sir Phydeau

...glad to hear from you again. 🌼

GOD BLESS
firmament

Anonymous Coward  
User ID: 4596203  
United States  
03/27/2012 09:26 AM

Yes she's sincere. And she works very hard on this. I'm glad to see she is getting better treatment around here.

And some of the messages on here and at AH are very good.

Nobody in Particular (OP)  
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?  
User ID: 11038369  
United States  
03/27/2012 01:57 PM

Thankyou Sir P. One thing here, I ask no one to convert to MY belief system. I don't have one for folks to convert too! I do have a lot more available knowing than most on earth, and as KNOWING happens, there is less "belief". My teaching is ultimately about finding the Father within, from which all knowing can come and most folks on this plane cannot yet do that. In some they don't believe they can, in others, they lack brain structures that allow connecting with the cosmos. So they can't. But still they can learn more and think about more.
This is an awfully spiritually deprived planet and this has appalled me all this current life. There is so MUCH MORE and eternal life is always about MORE! I encourage people to take their own journey into that MORE. To be unafraid to take a small box off and at least put on a bigger one to fill it up, after which that can be tossed and replaced with even a bigger one and after people do this a few times, the boxes go away.....

Annatar - Udun Alliance
User ID: 12269571
United States
03/30/2012 02:59 PM

Then you won’t mind when your own cage is rattled.
You might rattle the cages, we create them.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/30/2012 03:07 PM

Then you won’t mind when your own cage is rattled.
You might rattle the cages, we create them.

Quoting: Annatar - Udun Alliance

The only reason I left this in here was so others could see the disgusting "resistance" still going on, to the Light of Michael and the Father. You will not prevail on this world. We have already taken it back.
My dear, you may not understand, but removing my posts to censor me will in no way stop the Alliance.

You love to warn us, threaten us with Extinction.

You have awakened the dragons of Udun.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/30/2012 03:20 PM

My dear, you may not understand, but removing my posts to censor me will in no way stop the Alliance.

You love to warn us, threaten us with Extinction.

You have awakened the dragons of Udun.

Quoting: Annatar - Udun Alliance

Sorry but our plans do exclude yours and come from much higher resources, like the top of the chain. Extinction when necessary is decreed by the Ancients of Days and you have no power over that. Time to grow up.

Annatar - Udun Alliance
User ID: 12269571
United States
03/30/2012 03:24 PM
Everywhere you walk, we will be beside you.

Every seed you plant, we will uproot it.

This might be our Last Stand, yes, and if it is, we have nothing to lose.

Look for us in the Shadows.

Look for us in the Light.

Listen for us in the Darkness.

Watch for us in the Night.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/30/2012 03:31 PM

too late and enough of this now. anymore goes bye bye. What is done is done and a bit late to
come around trying to change it. Those of you "remaining' are well out numbered. The reptilians were evacuated off in 2007. The anunnaki on craft where led some distance way and confined before 2005. There remains only those incarnate here and your black magic is easily rebuffed and returned 10 times or more. and other than that, you are game playing, are you over 17 yet?

also I became aware you might have a buddy from the Terri Shiavo thread yesterday, so today I checked, yep, Calls him'herself, red head turkey. [link to www.godlikeproductions.com] member of your "alliance" too.

S W
User ID: 13770148
United Kingdom
04/03/2012 10:32 PM

Everywhere you walk, we will be beside you.

Every seed you plant, we will uproot it.

This might be our Last Stand, yes, and if it is, we have nothing to lose.

Look for us in the Shadows.

Look for us in the Light.

Listen for us in the Darkness.

Watch for us in the Night.
Quoting: Annatar - Udun Alliance

You are good at running rings about yourselves. You're below the reach of lighted roots! mind you don't burn your fingers.
Even you ones cannot be without the Love, for you Love what you do, no?! Love will make you or break you, but will certainly define you.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 12902267
United States
04/03/2012 10:39 PM

Everywhere you walk, we will be beside you.

Every seed you plant, we will uproot it.
This might be our Last Stand, yes, and if it is, we have nothing to lose.

Look for us in the Shadows.

Look for us in the Light.

Listen for us in the Darkness.

Watch for us in the Night.

Quoting: Annatar - Udun Alliance

You are good at running rings about yourselves. You're below the reach of lighted roots! mind you don't burn your fingers.

Even you ones cannot be without the Love, for you Love what you do, no?! Love will make you or break you, but will certainly define you.

Quoting: S W 13770148

SW, annatar is banned from my threads and he logged in for only day here anyway and hasn't been back which is interesting since his whole website is based on me plus one thing that was not from my team. So I don't think there will be a reply. I only left in the posts for my reference.

Interesting postulate you posted though. Thankyou

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 12902267
United States
04/04/2012 09:52 AM

You really need to be educated about the New Jerusalem. This red thumb came after the glpvc last night when I posted what the new jerusalem is. It is a CRAFT, it is the command craft of Ashtar command and it carries in its square computer, duplicates of the soul records of every ensouled person walking on this earth and in the mid astral planes. When a planet people discover atomic energy, and plasma beams, there is great risk of soul damage when used, to the morontial soul. So there are records so if there is damage, it can be restored. Ashtar command's main purpose is the evacuation of planets in big doo doo. we are in big doo doo.

One there said it was the City of God. Well cities don't just float around space. When there is a city in space, It called a Craft and the population varies from several hundred (a small town), to millions, as some are much larger than our earth. The White Light in the East, the City of Heaven, the New Jerusalem, is a CRAFT beloveds, just as Star Ship Venus is a CRAFT and there for also
A City of God.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13603960
Mexico
04/04/2012 05:16 PM

You really need to be educated about the New Jerusalem. This red thumb came after the glpvc last night when I posted what the new jerusalem is. It is a CRAFT, it is the command craft of Ashtar command and it carries in its square computer, duplicates of the soul records of every ensouled person walking on this earth and in the mid astral planes. When a planet people discover atomic energy, and plasma beams, there is great risk of soul damage when used, to the morontial soul. So there are records so if there is damage, it can be restored. Ashtar command's main purpose is the evacuation of planets in big doo doo. we are in big doo doo.

One there said it was the City of God. Well cities don't just float around space. When there is a city in space, It called a Craft and the population varies from several hundred (a small town), to millions, as some are much larger than our earth. The White Light in the East, the City of Heaven, the New Jerusalem, is a CRAFT beloveds, just as Star Ship Venus is a CRAFT and there for also a City of God.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I wish there was a "thanks" button here... :)

Greetings...

Lady in Mexico.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 11:20 AM

Thread: What is MONEY, USURY, Fractional Banking Interview NOW FINISHED with Ron Chapman Ron Chapman is rattling cages right now on this radio show.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 14584929
United States
04/18/2012 02:46 PM

-- AH- Candace GLP # 40-2 -- page. 28
this is a strong cage rattler by Seraphim thru Rosie.

*Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by making copyright infringement reports to them. See the end of the post for link and details.*

Thankyou. NIP/Candace

Message 96: THE PARALYSIS OF PEACE-KEEPING

Seraphin through Rosie, 16th April 2012

Dear Children on Planet Earth who wish well but rest in the Unknowing:

Your position until now has been one of PLEASANT PARALYSIS turning your eyes away from PERVERSE AND PERFIDIOUS PERSUITS. This has been of a voluntary nature. From the seat of observance and inaction you have been viewing a concocted version of history and contemporary world events through distorted glasses, willingly sitting in cosy cages.

These cages or mental landscapes are of your own making, result from your own passivity, from the inability to utilise your minds critically and constructively. Your minds are like balls of cotton wool which do little but absorb the fodder which the media and those in power are so happy to provide you with. These cages are not only of your own making, they are also UNLOCKED. YOU CAN EXIT ANY TIME.

In the beginning, the exits were blocked, but now it is no longer necessary to turn the key in the lock BECAUSE YOU NEVER LOOK IN THE DIRECTION OF THE DOOR. THE MEMORY OF THE DOOR HAS BEEN ERASED, HAS BEEN SWAMPED BY ALL MANNER OF ENTERTAINMENT AND DISTRACTION, AND THE UNDERLYING DESIRE TO “KEEP THE PEACE”.

Yes, Dear Ones on earth. THIS IS THE TRAGEDY: your desire to keep the peace, to exercise tolerance in the extreme in all areas of life has turned you into a degenerate, warring and godless society. KNOW THAT THERE ARE MANY GODS OUTSIDE YOUR PLANET WATCHING THE ACTIVITIES OF YOU WHO CONTAIN THE GOD FRAGMENT INSIDE YOU ALSO, AND WHO HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO BECOME GODS ALSO.
Know that your are all without exception loved by your galactic brethren who survey your present plight and observe the extreme poverty, inhumanity, carnage and ugliness for which you are jointly responsible.

At this point I can hear those upset rebellious voices of dismay screaming in reply “BUT THERE ARE SO MANY GOOD PEOPLE HERE AND SO MANY POSITIVE THINGS HAPPENING HERE TOO!” While this is also part of the truth, expressing this in response to the gross and acute and complex depravity of behaviour which has desecrated millions of lives (including the life-blood and reserves of the planet herself), is NAIVE AND INAPPROPRIATE. This is where we ask you to OPEN YOUR EYES, conduct intense investigation into the true causes instead of distracting yourselves with superficial entertainment, with ego-centred activities, and with “work” which creates stress and leaves little time for reviewing your very serious situation from a new perspective.

Search for the true roots of this. Do not flee from unpleasantness in order to keep a superficial and short-term peace, but seek out and weed out corrupt thoughts, actions and practices with steadfastness and integrity and dedication. SEARCH OUT EVERYTHING WHICH DOES NOT FIT INTO YOUR VISION OF A PERFECT AND HARMONIOUS WORLD.

We sound harsh, but we are motivated as always by love. Seraphin

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.

firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 12832924
Germany
04/18/2012 07:11 PM
**Nobody in Particular (OP)**

I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 15558166
United States
05/06/2012 12:19 PM

NIP...I have NEVER saw someone as deceived as you! Ask for forgiveness in Jesus Christ's name. PLEASE before it is to late! This seems to be the same person who always gives me green for being deceived and go find Jesus. Believe it or not, those of you who post this sort of commentary on this site and elsewhere, and whether to me or others, are engaging in the very satanism you abhor. Jesus brought the message you are all free souls growing on your own curve, and he pointed out God was within YOU and not man made satanic religions which place others between you and the Father within. When you ones provide these sort of comments, you aid your satan in his work on this planet, the word satan means the forces against God.

All who choose eternal life through the trillions of planets with intelligent life, are aided along the way. People are not uncreated because they don't believe in your version of Jesus. They are uncreated for recurring destruction of life they have no respect for and that is the ONLY REASON unless they themselves decide otherwise against eternal life. Some of you thinking you follow Jesus are in fact great destroyers of life and apparently know it not or don't give a damn. The Creation does not work ON YOUR RULES and Jesus gave a lot of the RULES which are NOT in your bible. Left out ON purpose or re written.

Organized Christianity is a disgrace as a movement. Ponder why.

**jingo**
User ID: 1154368
United Kingdom
05/24/2012 06:03 AM

hi the british empire is the jewish empire,they control banking/the media/governments,start all the wars,we work for jewish people for jewish money to buy jewish goods,all we've got to do is withdraw our labour,then their corporations including government will collapse,then we can get on with organising our own life instead of being a slave, everybody self sufficien/work for theirself,each community decide its own fate,observing the laws of balance,see
Phoenix Journal 27, we don't need money/sell something to survive, once there was a firmament/belt of vapour round the earth, like venus now, protecting it from harsh radiation and maintaining a constant temperature, resulting in lush vegetation/food everywhere, however it was ruptured causing the deluge/oceans, fortunately it's being restored, see abundanthope.net, then we'll have perpetual spring, the garden of eden/aden, help yourself, everyone self sufficient; we don't need landownership/deforestation, permaculture not agriculture; we don't need concrete jungle, all construction can be underground or tree houses, eight billion annunaki have been removed from inside the earth which is hollow, 1k miles thick, the poles are holes, 1k miles wide, entrances to the inner earth, see erks.org; we don't need fossil fuel, oil is the lifeblood of the earth, the continents float on it, electricity meters are C19th tesla free energy generators, using magnets/dipoles to transform high frequency energy of the aether into low frequency energy, see cheniere.org

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16232582
United States
05/24/2012 11:44 AM

Seraphin is rattling your cages today, too many star seed still somewhat caged, and of course so many others too.

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by making copyright infringement reports to them. See the end of the post for link and details. Thankyou. NIP/Candace

Message 99, 22nd May 2012

WHAT IS YOUR MESSAGE?

Dearest Children on Earth who have no trust in your DIVINTY:
The fact that you are gods of divine origin with divine blue-prints has escaped your attention (and this is astonishing for us to watch). Your attention is elsewhere, sucked up by pre-determined activities and amusements.

Yet if you conduct your searches diligently, seeking that which has been radically and systematically eradicated from your holy books over the centuries, you will discover and retrieve this, YOUR TRUE NATURE, YOUR TRUE RELATIONSHIP TO THE CREATIVE COSMIC SOURCE. While this may be beyond your present comprehension, you are always in a working partnership with Source which is IN YOU and WITH YOU ALWAYS.

So, as divine messengers, we would like to ask: WHAT IS YOUR MESSAGE? What “vibes” are you sending out into the world around you, and what sort of message does the world REQUIRE so that the vibrations of this planet can be raised to those of complete harmony?

ARE YOU MAKING A DIFFERENCE? Know that the answer to this question will always be YES. Your messages, words, emotions, actions, insinuations, accusations, congratulations, praises, expressions of gratitude, attempts to reunite, disperse, corrupt, inspire or condemn – ALL THESE ARE MESSAGES WHICH HAVE THEIR EFFECT.

These may not always be measurable by the human eye in the physical sense, due to your limited or untrained powers of perception in other realms and dimensions as yet unfamiliar to you. However, should you attempt to familiarise yourselves with the world of dreams, meditation and spiritual experience, it will become all too clear that EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED, that EVERYTHING IMPACTS EVERYTHING ELSE, and that your thoughts and intentions MANIFEST AS YOUR OWN CREATIONS 100 % of the time.

And time itself is merely a RETARDING AGENT BETWEEN THOUGHT CONCEPTION AND THOUGHT MANIFESTATION, FOR THE PURPOSE OF LEARNING: FOR THIS IS WHAT YOU ARE DOING HERE, DEAREST CHILDREN: LEARNING TO BE CREATORS, LEARNING TO BECOME MORE AND MORE LIKE THE ETERNAL CREATIVE SOURCE.

Your journey, likewise, is eternal. Your imprint in this life is but one footstep on a continued path upwards. You may stop, rearrange, open doors, close doors or take “time-out” on the way, but there will always be a light, an inspiration, a sign, drawing you along into the next experience. Thus you determine your own path and your own happiness, assisted by the heavenly realms which – at this moment – still remain unseen. And by your own decisions, you similarly determine the happiness of those around you.
So we repeat our question:

WHAT MESSAGE ARE YOU SENDING?

Are you sending MESSAGES OF CLARITY, or are they vague and uncommittal?

Are you sending MESSAGES OF BEAUTY, while ignoring unpleasants or perverse behaviour?

Are you sending MESSAGES OF ULTIMATE TOLERANCE, allowing others to indulge in unpleasants or perverse behaviour?

Are you sending MESSAGES OF CONSERVATIVE POLITENESS, bound by rigid structures which you have collectively imposed?

Are you sending MESSAGES OF BOREDOM, to be relieved only by increased consumerism or physical gratification?

Or are you sending NO MESSAGE AT ALL, in which case there are others only to happy to fill in this void for you, not always in your best interests.

The time has come to send HOLY MESSAGES, proclaiming the sanctity of life, the value of integrity, the necessity for full responsibility.

The time has come to send MESSAGES OF HONESTY, admitting mistakes and revealing corruption.

The time has come to send MESSAGES OF LOVE, irrespective of the response, irrespective of the degree of forgiveness that this involves.

Dearest Children of Earth: we urge you to RE-EVALUATE YOUR ROLES AT THIS MOMENTOUS TIME IN YOUR HISTORY. We urge you to RECOGNISE YOUR DIVINE SELVES and your GREAT CREATIVE POWER WHICH WILL CONTRIBUTE TO THE FLOURISHING OF A NEW, PEACEFUL SOCIETY ON EARTH.

We love you, Seraphin

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
just dropping by to leave some hammer energy
the low frequency scum will know what it means
stick to your guns OP

**Nobody in Particular (OP)**
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
05/28/2012 08:49 PM

well the one that left THIS red thumb, I suppose from a thread where it was suggested Israel ought to just get the job done, *I think you are a dumb ass muzzie lover. Hell awaits you.* I am a people lover of all cultures on this world. And I do not support genocide of any of them. How much genocide in this world just since 911? many many millions folks in the Middle East? ponder that. Its not me going to hell.

"Nobody is supposed to be worshiped except the creation itself. GAIA does indeed exist,, she is completely conscious. You walk on her body. She is a close friend. And she as provided all of you m This red thumb is a quote of a post I made here someplace. It is completely correct. And I suggest learning respect for the living being that provides YOU a planet to live on. People sure as hell don't respect their home very much on this world, there seems little concept that the planet IS their home, and that is true of all of you who abuse it in christianity, and then tell me it doesn't matter, because "god" is going to destroy it anyway. No we are going to take out the old and put n the NEW.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1344279
Australia
06/01/2012 09:07 AM

But one day, as more and more folks come into the truth, they won't be divided by their "beliefs". And the world will know peace.
Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**
that would be great
Quoting: xen

GOD BLESS

Quoting: firmament 5374773

GOD/GODDESS/THE NAMELESS BLESS

BUMP BUMP BUMP

Quoting: firmament 5374773

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 10:51 AM

Thread: The NON Houla Massacre now go rattle this cage dear readers.
Also I have this on my website today, check the front page. www.abundanthope.net

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2563394
United States
06/02/2012 09:43 PM

Thread: The NON Houla Massacre now go rattle this cage dear readers.
Also I have this on my website today, check the front page. www.abundanthope.net
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
I'm on it.
Much love,
Moonlight Lotus

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/06/2012 09:10 AM

Well I guess I am rattling cages again, the red thumb folks are coming on. This is one just now I got. Liar and deceiver. Quit using sock puppets to give yourself green karma

I have no sock puppets, that is not my purpose. the green thumbs come from those that appreciate the teaching. Grow up. If you BOTHER TO FROW UP YOUR OWN MIND, you would find a great deal of truth in the teachings. WE ARE THE 2nd Coming ORGANIZATION.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/06/2012 09:21 AM

Screw yourself in the face with a shotgun OP. Die like a dog in the streets of Mexico. May your carcass be raped with rebar.
Quoting: Krunchy The Klown

No wonder this world is a mess. Do you have any idea what YOU PUT INTO THE ETHERS with such thoughts? This is why the world wants to do a big axis shift, to cleanse her own mind of this stuff.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/06/2012 09:41 AM

-- AH- Candace GLP # 40-2 -- page. 37
You stroke Donkey Dongs while your mother watches. I assume because of the discussion going on here. Couldn't you possibly be more "original" in your thinking if you are going to give red thumbs. This bespeaks your level of heart and intelligence quite nicely, doesn't do you any good. Is that all you think of yourself? No wonder the world is a mess.

**Nobody in Particular** (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/06/2012 10:31 AM

thanks for the removal of some posts here by mods. I left them long enough myself only so people could observe the works and threats of a member who posted here. Threats of that nature do not belong here. If it was an AC I would have just done that myself on the spot.

**Nobody in Particular** (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/06/2012 12:47 PM

For condemning others to hell along with you. Deluded fool. what is with your folks today. I have not condemned anyone to the non existant hell.

**Nobody in Particular** (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
boy tempers tempers, I made a couple comments in apollo's latest, including the thread where he talked of aton's phallus, and this is what I get. Fuck you, get off of apollos back you piece of shit

I just tell the WHAT IS. I am not rude in his threads. I said considering Aton is a spirit being, he doesn't have a phallus! That's all I said in that one.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18341822
United States
06/26/2012 04:41 PM

Re: Rattling Cages is what I DO.

Stop visiting 7 Eleven in your pajamas

Hmm last I was there on Sunday, I was wearing normal maise colored shorts and a nice tshirt to match. Don't think they qualified as Pajamas.

“All knowledge existeth.
All knowledge cometh to man in its season.
Cosmic messengers periodically give to man
such knowledge of My cosmos as man is able to comprehend,
but that which he can bear is like unto a thimbleful
out of mighty ocean, for man is but beginning to comprehend.

“When man knoweth Light then he will know no limitations,
But man must know the Light for himself and none there
Can be who can make words of it, for Light knoweth Light
And there need be no words.” Walter Russell, Divine Iliad

NIP: The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and strive to develop your soul/mind and Heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just believing
on Jesus does not cut the mustard. What cuts the mustard is your efforts at knowledge.

AbundantHope is THE 2nd Coming organization, and a ground/heaven partnership with Jesus himself. [link to www.abundanthope.net]

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 18935194
United Kingdom
07/01/2012 06:23 PM

Sorry that you get such spite and rabid thoughts pushed your way Candace. For every filthy adult brat too immature to grow up there are plenty who appreciate your work and teachings, you are a true diamond among the stars and we love you for caring so much. ❤️

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18341822
United States
07/01/2012 07:10 PM

Sorry that you get such spite and rabid thoughts pushed your way Candace. For every filthy adult brat too immature to grow up there are plenty who appreciate your work and teachings, you are a true diamond among the stars and we love you for caring so much. ❤️

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 18935194

I know , thats what keeps me coming here.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18341822
United States
07/01/2012 07:32 PM

I just like to point out and sometimes teach on these red (and once in a while an odd green one maybe from people who don't like to use red?)

Here's a weeks worth or so. I hope these ones feel good for doing it, they need to feel good about something and some people feel their best when they are being nasty sob's.

Your bitterness, contempt, and hatred for everything good coupled with your break from reality give you the evil insanity award of the year!

Evil, black hearted, angry, hates others that disagrees with her deluded BS. Seems to be detached from reality. Should be institutionalized immediately for the publics safety.
I get so freeking of your bull-s**t. Your satan's minion. Please ask Jesus to reveal himself to you....?? a green? My green thumb response: I pray that you come to UNDERSTAND the message Jesus. HE IS BACK, I KNOW HIM NIP

I could give more thumbs, I just forget to use them. I have given 340 greens and 28 reds, Reds are for telling horrible LIES about me.

This nip person is just a total know it all, condemns everyone who does not agree with him/her. Nope, I am a chrested teacher who does know what I teach and I work in concert with "Jesus" and others from the hierarchy here, on what we teach. I did NOT SAY I am that one who was Christ 2000 and is the returned Christed one NOW. We teach the truth that your bible promised you would be done 2 and 1000 years later. We are there!

Oh, did I list this one yet? I need someone to translate English to horse shit for me. Since nothing but horse shit comes out of your mouth, I figured you'd be the perfect person for the job. If you want it, it's yours

Shut up. You Love SATAN and do his WILL.

Beloveds of the dark genre, you shall know of your errors in this, and some of this above is NOT error, it is iniquity.

Crazy onion person has to many crazy layers to count.

I assume the same person gives me the onion ones every week or so. this is because I once posted about the ONION people. THEY exist, they are one brained animal people of a dry hot planet, shaped something like an onion with several legs, they are really a type of large insect in that regard, sorta like daddy long legs here but larger body and brain. One brained, means ONE LOBE, not two lobes like we have on this planet. Since onion people don't have hands, they have a limited experience but learn to put their efforts into THINKING and their souls are then placed on a planet with a more suitable body type to develop other skills. Some mostly water type planets, the octopus may also become very intelligent and I think, but am not sure that it is single lobed also. I don't know what kind of brain the octopus has on this world.

You ones are going to learn some cosmology if you wish to ascend with the planet. Some of you negative posters probably know some of this, you are just trying to keep me away from giving it, and it won't work.

firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
07/02/2012 06:48 AM

Another nip bites the dust. You a layered onion too?

-- AH- Candace GLP # 40-2 -- page. 42
....lol....we must be sharing the same "circle of fans"

Much Love and Blessings,
firmament

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1155690
United States
07/02/2012 07:58 AM

NiP, you seem to like rattling cages, yet can't having your own cage rattled. You claim that you preach love and peace, and yet you spend most of the time attacking people. Even people that do not have any business with you. Atheists, Christians, Muslims, every group of people that doesn't agree with your philosophy. You'll claim you don't, but you do. You plant seeds of hate, discontent, and division among most anyone who attempts to debate with you.

You attack the Bible for being inaccurate and filled with superstitious falsehoods, so what have you recommended instead? The Urantia Book, which is filled with just as much conjecture, opinionated and unproven beliefs. And many of the beliefs are actually based off ideas of the Quran, the torah, the Christian Bible, among other far more ancient religious texts.

You attempt to place yourself among the company of many religious figures, yet it is people like Ghandi, Buddah, and Jesus who would likely want nothing to do with you. They preached love, peace, happiness, and spiritual awakening. You don't even preach or think, you simply spread beliefs that the author of the Urantia book provided, they are not beliefs of your own you merely reiterate.

wabishkaeyabe
User ID: 18039558
United States
07/02/2012 08:29 AM

Well, considering the cages you seem to be rattling, you appear to be a pagan or some such anti-christian person.

I like you.

Lucky Charms
User ID: 18771347
Ireland
07/02/2012 08:52 AM

Oh... I thought this was gonna be a Batman thread... :(  

SWEAR TO ME!!!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1380843
United States
07/02/2012 11:27 AM

Holy shit. Onion people? Do they cry when I order onion rings? Wait, maybe that's the reason we cry when we cut onions. We are weeping for their souls. What's next? The fried mozzarella people. Dear lord, I hope you are role playing.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18988062
United States
07/02/2012 11:47 AM

NiP, you seem to like rattling cages, yet can't having your own cage rattled. You claim that you preach love and peace, and yet you spend most of the time attacking people. Even people that do not have any business with you. Atheists, Christians, Muslims, every group of people that doesn't agree with your philosophy. You'll claim you don't, but you do. You plant seeds of hate, discontent, and division among most anyone who attempts to debate with you.

You attack the Bible for being inaccurate and filled with superstitious falsohoods, so what have you recommended instead? The Urantia Book, which is filled with just as much conjecture, opinionated and unproven beliefs. And many of the beliefs are actually based off ideas of the Quran, the torah, the Christian Bible, among other far more ancient religious texts.

You attempt to place yourself among the company of many religious figures, yet it is people like Ghandi, Buddah, and Jesus who would likely want nothing to do with you. They preached love, peace, happiness, and spiritual awakening. You don't even preach or think, you simply spread beliefs that the author of the Urantia book provided, they are not beliefs of your own you merely reiterate.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1155690

no one word of the above is true. As to your list in the last paragraph those are the ones who I associate with and are my best friends and ditto the other members of my global team. We are providing the TRUTH man needs.

Seeds of discontent are to be in a way sowed to get man to think. jesus (the Christ Michael half) himself came to do that, to set up the discord. He said he did not come to bring peace but set one against the other. 4d that we are FINALLY barely in, is the dimension of discord that will lead to 5d in due time.

I sow the truth, if others consider it discord that is not my problem. But it certainly what results in
mind controlled people, we hope anyway, when truth is given.

**Nobody in Particular** (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18988062
United States
07/02/2012 11:48 AM

Holy shit. Onion people? Do they cry when I order onion rings? Wait, maybe that's the reason we cry when we cut onions. We are weeping for their souls. What's next? The fried mozzarella people. Dear lord, I hope you are role playing.

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 1380843**

they do not have RINGS, it is the shape that is similar to the onion. Put on mind please and stop with the BS.

and in case did didn't know, there are worlds on which the PLANTS become the thinking beings. EBE, go look up that one, was a plant person, who was chlorophyll based.

**S W**
User ID: 19009909
United Kingdom
07/02/2012 06:34 PM

NiP, you seem to like rattling cages, yet can't having your own cage rattled. You claim that you preach love and peace, and yet you spend most of the time attacking people. Even people that do not have any business with you. Atheists, Christians, Muslims, every group of people that doesn't agree with your philosophy. You'll claim you don't, but you do. You plant seeds of hate, discontent, and division among most anyone who attempts to debate with you.

You attack the Bible for being inaccurate and filled with superstitious falsehoods, so what have you reccomended instead? The Urantia Book, which is filled with just as much conjecture, opinionated and unproven beliefs. And many of the beliefs are actually based off ideas of the Quran, the torah, the Christian Bible, among other far more ancient religious texts.

You attempt to place yourself among the company of many religous figures, yet it is people like Ghandi, Buddah, and Jesus who would likely want nothing to do with you. They preached love, peace, happiness, and spiritual awakening. You don't even preach or think, you simply spread beliefs that the author of the Urantia book provided, they are not beliefs of your own you merely reitterate.

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 1155690**
Now here is one calling the kettle black if ever there were one.
It seems you have chosen to hang yourself upon an excuse with no truth just for the sake of calling Candace names and to discredit her. From what I have read of Candace there is most certainly no hatred and the love is enormous in her teachings that is maybe why you cannot see or understand it. It is too big for you to fathom and you reflect your own anger and hatred into it and see something that is not true.
What you fail to understand is that this woman is here to help you to learn, to understand and to do that she needs to bring you information, you may not like it, not everyone can like everything, but it is what it is, help and teaching just not of your cup!
And do not be so fooled into thinking that our Fathers teachings are only to bring goodness and love and walking in the clouds material because that is not so. To understand your battered world you need to know how it is run and who by, and that unfortunately is very dark and unpleasant, you need to know this to see it and understand it otherwise you will just ignore it and pretend it is not there. Being aware and awake means knowing all, dark as well as light so to speak or you are of no help.
How can you ward of the darkness if you refuse to acknowledge that it is there and is effecting you, closing your eyes and singing songs of joy is something we would all like to do, but it makes you ignorant and narrow thinking and blind unable to assist and help.
It is all the more disgraceful that you knock and mock those that try to help you and bring you information then you accuse them of being spiteful and evil, you are very ignorant and can excuse your ignorance because we understand your slow to evolve.
It is people like you that needs to be helped, but you like many refuse to see the light when it shines there right in your face, because the light you see is a false light and have lost the ability to know the difference. Sometimes the lost do not know they are lost and are happy wondering about in the dark because it is what they are familiar with. One day when it is all too late, you will remember the light in the dark, but chose to walk on by!

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19009909
United Kingdom
07/02/2012 06:35 PM

Holy shit. Onion people? Do they cry when I order onion rings? Wait, maybe that's the reason we cry when we cut onions. We are weeping for their souls. What's next? The fried mozzarella people. Dear lord, I hope you are role playing.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1380843

So was nursery closed today, you came here instead.

Chop's
User ID: 18978379
United States
07/02/2012 06:37 PM

You (Thrive) off all the dad Karma don't you NIP?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18988062
United States
07/02/2012 07:43 PM

You (Thrive) off all the dad Karma don't you NIP?
Quoting: Chop's

Chops, cut it already. OK, what is "dad karma" by the way? No I thrive on the God within, and not anything else. **You ones have got to start placing God where "he" lives, inside of you.** God IS the CREATION, you are part of the Creation. Those big boss "gods" are the Hierarchy, that make the rules. **Jesus is not the 2nd person of the Trinity , which is the most damaging teaching about God to christians on this planet, and its a complete and deliberate corruption, because everyone who has a mind that can reason, and a sense of "I AM " about themselves, is a Son of God.** Anything less than that is to miss the boat, and it keeps everyone who thinks god is out in the sky someplace, completely powerless. I have probably never lived on a planet where the people are so UNEMPLOYED as this one, and it distresses me greatly which is WHY I KEEP DOING this. It is the christians here who provide nearly all those red thumbs and an occasional green one worded strangely Ponder it. If you felt the Father Within YOU, you could not do that.

I assume you meant to give me a red one, not the green one above, that I left your name off out of respect. But since you came around, its yours, lets repeat it and my answer to it. I get so freeking of your bull-s**t. Your satan's minion. Please ask Jesus to reveal himself to you....??? a green?
My green thumb response: I pray that you come to UNDERSTAND the message of Jesus. HE IS BACK, I KNOW HIM NIP

Several continue to give me both green and red with similar statements of come to Jesus. Jesus is MY BEST FRIEND and not a day goes by that I do not connect with him and as I have said repeatedly, I meet aboard craft often, with the TWO that shared the body and labeled falsely "Jesus" 2000 years ago.

You are NOT YOUR BODIES. YOU ARE YOUR MINDS/SOULS. jesus was NOT his body back then, and he did not die on the cross and ascend to "heaven" He survived, he was in a coma, your bible tells you that, and he "ascended" into a craft and went to Damascus by that route. Where he met Saul. This was witnessed, the craft, by his disciples who KNEW and the story was changed out by THUGS. ON PURPOSE. These bodies don't go to heaven and he is not coming back on the clouds on a horse, in the DEAD BODY buried in Srinagar Kashmir. You have been so HAD.

I am not your enemy, YOU ARE YOUR ENEMY. You are saved out of nothing else that your desire to serve the Will of the Father. Jesus Taught that. It seems not in the bible or Christianity.
I desire to see every person choose to raise themselves up into becoming GOD KNOWING on this planet, every last one. For those who cannot concept that, will have to move and delay their personal journey to glory. The "harvest" of those who can stay with the ascending planet into 5d is embarrassingly small.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19022916
United States
07/03/2012 03:24 AM

enough onion thumbs already, is there NO THINKING or do you just enjoy being ugly?

I would like to order a burger with onion people on it, and a side of onion people rings. Dear lord, where do you come up with this insane horse shit? I bet if I smelled your breath, it would smell

firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
07/04/2012 05:04 AM

enough onion thumbs already, is there NO THINKING or do you just enjoy being ugly?

I would like to order a burger with onion people on it, and a side of onion people rings. Dear lord, where do you come up with this insane horse shit? I bet if I smelled your breath, it would smell
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

...yes some people enjoy being ugly...don't let it get to you.

The same time they enjoy being ugly to others, they don't realize at the end, they are (excuse my "French")pissing on their own leg.
They don't even have enough backbone to sign their name under the red they be giving...Cowards...all of them!!

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
enough onion thumbs already, is there NO THINKING or do you just enjoy being ugly?

I would like to order a burger with onion people on it, and a side of onion people rings. Dear lord, where do you come up with this insane horse shit? I bet if I smelled your breath, it would smell
Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

...yes some people enjoy being ugly...don't let it get to you.

The same time they enjoy being ugly to others, they don't realize at the end, they are (excuse my "French")pissing on their own leg.
They don't even have enough backbone to sign their name under the red they be giving...Cowards...all of them!!
Quoting: **firmament**

and all of them piss down their own leg because the ugly enters the energies of earth and adds to the destruction, it is NOT innoculus

**Isaac**
User ID: 19045680
United States
07/05/2012 06:48 PM

So what exactly are we all supposed to be doing ?

**Nobody in Particular** (OP)
IAM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19198937
United States
07/05/2012 06:52 PM
So what exactly are we all supposed to be doing?

Quoting: Isaac

Watch your thoughts and actions because "nature" copies it all. What do you want copied? get to ugly she tosses folks off the planet with axis shifts, and its been too ugly for a long time now and the only reason nature hasn't done that yet is because of fleet assistance.

firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
07/06/2012 12:40 AM

enough onion thumbs already, is there NO THINKING or do you just enjoy being ugly?

I would like to order a burger with onion people on it, and a side of onion people rings. Dear lord, where do you come up with this insane horse shit? I bet if I smelled your breath, it would smell

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

...yes some people enjoy being ugly...don't let it get to you.

The same time they enjoy being ugly to others, they don't realize at the end, they are (excuse my "French")pissing on their own leg.
They don't even have enough backbone to sign their name under the red they be giving...Cowards...all of them!!

Quoting: firmament

and all of them piss down their own leg because the ugly enters the energies of earth and adds to the destruction, it is NOT innoculus

Quoting: Nobody in Particular
True!...admitting I got upset for a moment. Now sending some Love and Light their way, so they may start to wake up and see trough the disguise....reconsidering why I got so upset.

JimTheOwl
The Division Bell Rings Today
User ID: 997239
United States
07/06/2012 12:55 AM

I'm with you OP!

I too have rattled a few cages. I try to be darkly funny about it most of the time but there are some people on GLP that need to get trolled over on a regular basis.

Keep up the good work. I love your posts (most of the time)... I'm pretty mellow overall, though.

I wonder why?

JimTheOwl
The Division Bell Rings Today
User ID: 997239
United States
07/06/2012 12:59 AM

Holy shit. Onion people? Do they cry when I order onion rings? Wait, maybe that's the reason we cry when we cut onions. We are weeping for their souls. What's next? The fried mozzarella people. Dear lord, I hope you are role playing.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1380843

Yummy!

Pass those fried mozzarella people over this way, willya?

Don't forget the sauce....
JimTheOwl
The Division Bell Rings Today
User ID: 997239
United States
07/06/2012 01:01 AM

You (Thrive) off all the dad Karma don't you NIP?
Quoting: Chop's

OBEY THE NIP!!!

Being Mindful
User ID: 15034709
United States
07/06/2012 09:21 AM

So what exactly are we all supposed to be doing ?
Quoting: !saac

Watch your thoughts and actions because "nature" copies it all. What do you want copied? get to ugly she tosses folks off the planet with axis shifts, and its been too ugly for a long time now and the only reason nature hasn't done that yet is because of fleet assistance.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Very true Nip, yesturday I had a bad day, I noticed I wasn't in a great mood. But I worked throught it...
Getting these awful headaches.
Nobody in Particular (OP)  
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?  
User ID: 19261275  
United States  
07/06/2012 08:02 PM

**You (Thrive) off all the dad Karma don't you NIP?**  
Quoting: Chop's

**OBEY THE NIP!!!**  
Quoting: JimTheOwl

No, obey the God within, which can only be done when you know that God is within.

Nobody in Particular (OP)  
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?  
User ID: 19261275  
United States  
07/06/2012 08:04 PM

**So what exactly are we all supposed to be doing ?**  
Quoting: !saac

standing in truth and rattling others cages, who live within the slavery BY CHOICE, preferring it even. LIVE THE TRUTH. This is the most confused planet in this universe, its awful.
enough onion thumbs already, is there NO THINKING or do you just enjoy being ugly?

I would like to order a burger with onion people on it, and a side of onion people rings. Dear lord, where do you come up with this insane horse shit? I bet if I smelled your breath, it would smell

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

...yes some people enjoy being ugly...don't let it get to you.

The same time they enjoy being ugly to others, they don't realize at the end, they are (excuse my "French")pissing on their own leg.

They don't even have enough backbone to sign their name under the red they be giving...Cowards...all of them!!

Quoting: **firmament**

and all of them piss down their own leg because the ugly enters the energies of earth and adds to the destruction, it is NOT innoculus

Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

True!....admitting I got upset for a moment. Now sending some Love and Light their way, so they may start to wake up and see trough the disguise....reconsidering why I got so upset.

Quoting: **firmament**

GET UPSET. WHAT ARE YOU APOLOGIZING FOR? We came to UPSET people, that is our role! You wrote a truthful statement. Piss down the leg is a great description. Sometimes you have to speak to people in language they comprehend. We are after all, systems busters, and there are a lot of systems here needing busting.

---
well after nearly 3 days mostly off, 2 of which I was not on the net at all, here's checking the karma.

Your bitterness, contempt, and hatred for everything good coupled with your break from reality give you the evil insanity award of the year! +1 I invite this person to show where I am bitter and have contempt for “everything good?” Nope. I distain everything bad though and we have a lot of system busting still to do on this world, because most people have it all mixed up as to what is “good.” That is truly GOOD, is of "GOD", and there is a lot of ungodly things on this world. There is nothing of insanity about me, or anyone on my global team.

List please the things I do against everything GOOD! PUT UP OR SHUT UP, is how it goes.

And the onion folks continue Opinionated onion with a demon for every layer. Not a single demon in me. Are you having fun yet?

For thinking your opinion is FACT ego much? If its opinion,, I will say so, and if its Fact, I state it, but this is the planet of the LIES, and so many have this idea the lies are truth, very upside down place.

Truth hurt much? Apparently so, it hurts so much people prefer the lie!

"You ones." really, there's something just not right about you. Sorry. Guess you are right, perhaps on yourself? You aren't a ONE? You aren't a SOUL, you are such a groupie you have no sense of responsible sovereignty? Your problem, not mine. If you are a ONE, an individual, they the man of you who are individuals are certainly "ones". What is so hard about that one?

Perhaps there are so many un-sovereign followers here, that "ones" is not appropriate. perhaps the giver of this is a follower? It is the goal for sovereigns and not followers to manifest on this planet. You who follow without thinking your own thoughts and setting your own well chosen behaviors, are the bane of this planet. For you chase your antichrists right into the goal of creating more hell of this world. Ponder that! Wait, followers don't "ponder" anything except maybe what they want on their pizza.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19261616
 precaised United Kingdom
07/06/2012 08:38 PM

Holy shit. Onion people? Do they cry when I order onion rings? Wait, maybe that's the reason we cry when we cut onions. We are weeping for their souls. What's next? The fried mozzarella people. Dear lord, I hope you are role playing.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1380843
From the UK’s Daily Mail:
Forget little green men. Aliens may look like giant jellyfish with orange bottoms, a leading space scientist has claimed.

Maggie Aderin-Pocock, a satellite expert and government adviser, said it is likely that there is extra-terrestrial life - it is just more alien than you’d imagine.

Rather than being the little green men so beloved of Hollywood directors, they may look like football-field sized jellyfish, complete with onion-shaped appendages and an orange underbelly or bottom.

Generated from silicon, rather than the carbon that is the basis of life as we know it, the creatures are able to live off light absorbed through their ‘skin’ and chemicals sucked in through their giant mouths.

[link to www.dailymail.co.uk]

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19262177
United States
07/06/2012 09:05 PM

Holy shit. Onion people? Do they cry when I order onion rings? Wait, maybe that’s the reason we cry when we cut onions. We are weeping for their souls. What’s next? The fried mozzarella people. Dear lord, I hope you are role playing.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1380843

From the UK’s Daily Mail:
Forget little green men. Aliens may look like giant jellyfish with orange bottoms, a leading space scientist has claimed.

Maggie Aderin-Pocock, a satellite expert and government adviser, said it is likely that there is extra-terrestrial life - it is just more alien than you’d imagine.

Rather than being the little green men so beloved of Hollywood directors, they may look like football-field sized jellyfish, complete with onion-shaped appendages and an orange underbelly or bottom.
Generated from silicon, rather than the carbon that is the basis of life as we know it, the creatures are able to live off light absorbed through their ‘skin’ and chemicals sucked in through their giant mouths.

[link to www.dailymail.co.uk]

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19261616

Snarf
User ID: 1528429
United States
07/06/2012 09:57 PM
When we use our brains to think, we project energy. Words and thoughts are vibrational energy. I can read a passage and it can speak to me or not just by the vibrational essence displayed in the words. If I am perplexed by the passage I will neither condemn or attack it but discern within and with my creator.

The entire process of evolution and consciousness depends on the process of thinking/pondering and contemplation. Just believing something that is told to us from birth does not cut it anymore.

I want to thank NIP for her writings/teachings and education for her words had vibration and energy which fed my spirit, and took my full attention. My journey is still unfolding but she has taken me to a new level in consciousness and awareness. No more am I led and manipulated by the dark in all their ways!!!

Bless you and Thank you NIP!! Many of us here have waited for a lighted teacher of the heavens revealing to us the lighted truth!!!
Thankyou Dee, and I assume you have posted this because you are aware of my plans. This is my last day on GLP. I have to move into the other preparations and work more directly with my team around the upcoming changes.

Today is the last day of my paid membership. And I have stopped supporting 4 other accounts here, because I cannot financially support GLP anymore. The reason is the red thumb system, which is a terrible practice that allows people to PREY on paid members here, and that is NOT in alignment with God on a GodLike Forum. Not a good business decision either. Also a small issue with the bending of their own rules around the Copyright issues. If you have these rules you do not bend them. I have noticed a lot of traffic decrease here, far fewe threads and a loss of several here that are on my buddy list that find they cannot work here any more. The forum is going downhill. This is sad but management I think has a few lessons yet to learn.

I am wondrously thankful for the time spent here, and for those in support including 3 mods, Phenn, MO and SHR. I am thankful for the 2 podcasts allowed to me and for 2342 efforts at such. But it is time to move on now. My own forum is demanding and I have expanded it, and I need to be amongst them more.

Hello dear readers of my material. Today is the last day of my membership on GLP. I have stopped supporting 4 other accounts here besides my own, because I cannot financially support GLP anymore. The main reason is the red thumb system, which is a terrible practice that allows people to PREY on paid members here, and that is NOT in alignment with God on a GodLike Forum. Not a good business decision either. Also a small issue with the bending of their own rules around the Copyright issues. If you have these rules you do not bend them in the manner I have observed, which has caused really good spiritual material to be disallowed that man needs desperately. It is however within GLP management to discern what they allow here.

I am not talking about the trash cia new age sites, I am talking about the much revered material brought to the planet that has gone well past that which Jesus provided. Peter Deunov and student being an example. I found out some truth on that one recently which was more or less a final button. I am happy to have had some support from SHR on my material and PJ material.

I have noticed a lot of traffic decrease here, far fewe threads and a loss of several here that are on my buddy list that find they cannot work here any more. The forum is going downhill. This is sad
but management I think has a few lessons yet to learn.

I am wondrously thankful for the time spent here, and for those in support including 3 mods, Phenn, MO and SHR. I am happy to have had some support from SHR on AH and PJ material.

I am thankful for the 2 podcasts allowed to me and for 2342 efforts at such. But it is time to move on now. My own forum is demanding and I have expanded it, and I need to be amongst them more. I thank all of you here who have been so supportive of my efforts and contributed from heart to this process.:Heart hug::sparky heart::thankyou roses:

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19620076
United States
07/13/2012 09:23 PM

for what is worth, as to some of the allowed red thumb comments to ones who pay more than their own accounts to be here:

I am the red thumb up your dumb ass

Being a CUNT is going to cost you, especially a psychoCUNT.

Freedom means death to your consciousness and no more life force for those that worship the many layers of your onion god

You must have a shit ton of sock puppets to be in the green. You are a demon.

More recent samples of red thumbs that as a paying member, and otherwise supporter of this site, I should not have to endure, nor should the others who receive them. Those making these should be ID'd and thrown off this site. WE cannot defend against them even. These would be greatly lessened if the account user name went with the thumb. Cowards post this stuff.

If this site is to live UP to its name, it needs to evolve beyond this. Any organization is always defined by its members.

firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 14463438
Germany
07/14/2012 01:08 AM

Dear Candace/NiP

"All the darkness in the world can not extinguish the light of one single candle."
Thank you for all you have done here, it is far more than words could explain.

 выпускна семена, как то некоторые из разрешенных красных пальцев комментарии к тем, кто платит больше своих собственных счетов, чтобы быть здесь:

I am the red thumb up your dumb ass

Being a CUNT is going to cost you, especially a psychoCUNT.

Freedom means death to your consciousness and no more life force for those that worship the many layers of your onion god

You must have a shit ton of sock puppets to be in the green. You are a demon.

More recent samples of red thumbs that as a paying member, and otherwise supporter of this site, I should not have to endure, nor should the others who receive them. Those making these should be ID'd and thrown off this site. WE cannot defend against them even. These would be greatly lessened if the account user name went with the thumb. Cowards post this stuff.

If this site is to live UP to its name, it needs to evolve beyond this. Any organization is always defined by its members.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

It's called freedom of speech. You live in America. Get used to it. Instead of your much wanted censorship, learn to brush it off or ignore it. Soon, everyone is only going to be allowed to say the word "the" because everything else will offend someone in some way, shape, or form. If you know that none of those karma comments are accurate, then who gives a fuck.

firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 14463438

Germany
07/14/2012 01:43 AM
The almighty "freedom of speech" also known as the "almighty excuse"....used when ever it comes in handy.

Knowing the red ones always hide behind "anonymous", this one really makes me think:

quoting Snarf:
"It's called freedom of speech. You live in America."

....says it all doesn't it?!

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19711684
United States
07/14/2012 01:46 AM

On purpose! This is a recent red thumb, loving it!

You are an ass. Get off of your high horse. and how dare you sit there with your avitar a little cutie with the peace sign when you are such a cage rattler!

:laughing floor:
Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

Really? I though making an ass out of yourself, was your schtick.

firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
07/14/2012 02:37 AM

On purpose! This is a recent red thumb, loving it!

You are an ass. Get off of your high horse. and how dare you sit there with your avitar a little cutie with the peace sign when you are such a cage rattler!

:laughing floor:
Quoting: **Nobody in Particular**

Really? I though making an ass out of yourself, was your schtick.
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 19711684**

Thank you for providing more evidence on the subject of cowardice hiding as an AC.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19620076
United States
07/14/2012 09:44 AM
for what is worth, as to some of the allowed red thumb comments to ones who pay more than their own accounts to be here:

I am the red thumb up your dumb ass

Being a CUNT is going to cost you, especially a psychoCUNT.

Freedom means death to your consciousness and no more life force for those that worship the many layers of your onion god

You must have a shit ton of sock puppets to be in the green. You are a demon.

More recent samples of red thumbs that as a paying member, and otherwise supporter of this site, I should not have to endure, nor should the others who receive them. Those making these should be ID’d and thrown off this site. WE cannot defend against them even. These would be greatly lessened if the account user name went with the thumb. Cowards post this stuff.

If this site is to live UP to its name, it needs to evolve beyond this. Any organization is always defined by its members.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

It's called freedom of speech. You live in America. Get used to it. Instead of your much wanted censorship, learn to brush it off or ignore it. Soon, everyone is only going to be allowed to say the word "the" because everything else will offend someone in some way, shape, or form. If you know that none of those karma comments are accurate, then who gives a fuck.

Quoting: Snarf

No snarf its not. I have brushed it off, its a matter of principle and most of America doesn't have any. It is time to develop principles for the lack of principles in every area of this country and this world is destroying it. Make a list of where there is lack of principle and you will understand. We in America have gotten used to far too much. It is time to get "unused" to it and change how things are done in this country and a lot of other places.

The lack of principles is of Lucifer and although the old dude is long gone, and uncreated he left a legacy, didn't he? There are those of us here to reinstall PRINCIPLE and holy living and the fine art of thinking which is necessary to the concept of having principles. This site is de evolving. To evolve to its greatest potential, there must be the example of principles.

Because we "brush" things off, the US of A is the biggest gang banging thug in this world. We are responsible just since 911 for a great deal of genocide and destruction to the Mother Planet. The world is soon to be sorted and it has nothing to do with church beliefs, but to principle. The unprincipled are moving.

Oh, and what is that comment about that I "want" censorship? Put on the mind dear one, put it on.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2761951
Saint Lucia
07/14/2012 10:13 AM
Candace, most folks here still have not understood that you do not work with 'belief' or what others are telling or sharing, but that you work with KNOWLEDGE and EXPERIENCES. Look at the overwhelming majority of threads here, all stuff that they picked up on other webpages, correct or not, just gathering opinions and fighting over them. But elas, you shared your Light and Love and True Experiences, but as most messengers, when you handle the TRUTH, that is too hot to handle for most. So your most valuable work that you now simply continue on your own webpage and forum will have gone the natural way: first they adore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, AND THEN YOU WIN. (Because you stood for Light and Truth ... that simple.

Congratulation on dealing with this den of vipers for so long, they had ample chance to learn and so happy I know you and continue to learn from you and what I likewise KNOW and EXPERIENCE myself, what nobody can take away.

Tropical Greetings.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13174524
United States
07/19/2012 03:14 PM

As long as GLP has so little respect for its supporting members, and I supported 5 accounts total, plus others are here who have paid accounts and left because of this, I will not be paying.

It is ethically WRONG and has nothing to do with having a THICK SKIN. Trinity allows this and unless every single satanic red thumb is removed from my account and until the red thumb system is revised for all I am NOT supporting this site financially. I would suggest that red thumbs are applied ONLY by mods for abusive posts and Copyright violations which would include Doorbert, who doe NOT provide commentary with his posts hardly ever, but they are pinned anyway.

**Good riddance, your arrogance, evil black heart, and insanity wont be missed.**

**Looks like you're still logging in, you lying bitch. Checking on the onion people?**

I have been LOGGED out days, I logged IN to make this post.

In accordance with industry accepted best practices we ask that users limit their copy / paste of copyrighted material to the relevant portions of the article you wish to discuss and no more than 50% of the source material, provide a link back to the original article and provide your original comments / criticism in your post with the article.

I think some more who came here in support of me will be making a similar committment. If any of you reading this who get falsely abusive red thumbs, its time to maybe vote your pocketbook?

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 20111716
United States
07/19/2012 09:32 PM

well today I got banned from here and I assumed it was this thread or comments I made not logged in to one of Trinities on voting, as I had not posted elsewhere. But I didn't say anything, I didn't think anyway to be banned. Well nope, all part of the game to get one to pay up. Since I quit paying, the infrequent times I post I get pages saying I have made over 1000 posts here and I
ought to be paying up, hint hint,

And then banned, so I followed the directions, ban was totally the game to get people to pay that I have heard about. I was not logged in. So then it says if I am paying or free account to log in, so I did and of course got the instructions I can avoid bans by paying, and since I use it here for the news still once or twice a day, I paid for 1 month, and presto, here comes back my avatar, my custom smilies, my list of pinned threads still pinned right where I left them, so that banning thing was totally a ploy to create a paid account.

The pages load slow, due to all the advertising on them and other issues. I considered going and canceling the payment after the experimenting but I do want to watch for certain activities here, so I guess I will the month a try, but I am NOT working here like I was. I may make an occasional post.

But I think this method of banning on for weeks because they are not a paid account sucks also. How about just clear communications minus the game playing? The people that I stopped paying for their accounts (I paid 4 others besides mine), also have had to deal with the banning stuff. Its a game, and my banning statement suggested I was trolling. I was not.

I have made suggestions here well ore than once, if there are troll problems, and shilling problems and abusive posts problems, the thing to do is make people have accounts to POST but not to read. It would change everything, plus the bad red thumbs system needs a remodeling, it is not right to drive away paying members with that crap.

Eggcellent
User ID: 13043121
United States
07/20/2012 10:49 AM

Peter?
Quoting: 1123581321

No, not Peter!
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

Don't keep me in suspense Obe, who is it?
Quoting: Evan03

Judas was the Master's closest and dearest friend(he would NEVER have betrayed him)........now you know why the writers of the bible, cast him as the betrayer!

But it was Paul who elected to utilized a person with a sound alike name to cast a web of deceit over the name of Judas! A fella named Juda was the betrayer!!!(when you hear his whole name, you'll understand why)
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe
Was his last name "Obama"?

**Eggcellent**  
User ID: 13043121  
United States  
07/20/2012 11:12 AM

NIP has the patience of Job...much to be admired! 😊  
Quoting: **DOK**

And the deleting posts and banning skills of WalkersEverywhere.  

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 7437244**

I miss Walkers. Haven't "seen" him for months, and wonder where he went......

**msz**  
Love energy can change the world  
User ID: 20142322  
United States  
07/20/2012 11:14 AM

for what is worth, as to some of the allowed red thumb comments to ones who pay more than their own accounts to be here:

**I am the red thumb up your dumb ass**

**Being a CUNT is going to cost you, especially a psychoCUNT.**

**Freedom means death to your consciousness and no more life force for those that worship the many layers of your onion god**

**You must have a shit ton of sock puppets to be in the green. You are a demon.**

More recent samples of red thumbs that as a paying member, and otherwise supporter of this site, I should not have to endure, nor should the others who receive them. Those making these should be ID’ed and thrown off this site. WE cannot defend against them even. These would be greatly lessened if the account user name went with the thumb. Cowards post this stuff.
If this site is to live up to its name, it needs to evolve beyond this. Any organization is always defined by its members.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

It's called freedom of speech. You live in America. Get used to it. Instead of your much wanted censorship, learn to brush it off or ignore it. Soon, everyone is only going to be allowed to say the word "the" because everything else will offend someone in some way, shape, or form. If you know that none of those karma comments are accurate, then who gives a fuck.

Quoting: Snarf

This stuff is from the ego - really adds to one's karma.
Why pile up your karma?
karma = negative energy = trapped emotions = beginning of disease
SO it's hurting the sender more than the intended receiver
Seriously, its just not worth it

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9718093
United States
07/20/2012 11:50 AM

You can post the simplest comment and get attacked.
Name-calling and all.

I don't really care because I REALLY don't care what people think about me or my posts, but it makes no sense to go to the lengths some of these posters do just to insult.

Just childish to deliberately post abuse and then claim freedom of speech. Actually, it's WAY beyond childish and entering into the weak minded area.

I've been angry and posted harshly in my own defense, but I don't recall resorting to name-calling (except for calling someone something like "keyboard loudmouth" once) and personal attacks.

I'm not even going to attempt to defend myself anymore.
I mean, really, what does it matter?
The majority of the stuff posted here is just someone's opinion anyway. (Not referring to Candace here)

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 20171895
United States
07/20/2012 05:32 PM

NIP has the patience of Job...much to be admired!

Quoting: DOK

And the deleting posts and banning skills of WalkersEverywhere.
Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 7437244**

I miss Walkers. Haven't "seen" him for months, and wonder where he went......

Quoting: **Eggcellent**

Don't know, he was enemy here for me, thus I deleted and banned him. He got really nasty against this work. I have NO patience for those ones who do so unabashedly , but some of hs stuff on CM was Funny in a thread he started on it. I did like a bunch of his other work.

My patience of Job was and is wearing thin on the treatment here and also of those whose accounts I stopped paying, who had similar experiences to me with the banning. I am only paying right now, as part of that experiment. The page changes here grow very slow for those without accounts..... and I still want to read, but the most of my work here is done for the time being, the list of to do's quite large.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 20171895
United States
07/20/2012 06:07 PM

well this one is interesting, someone has figured out OBE (wayne kenobe) is gone, as to my paying his account.

**I thought you were retiring this sock puppet when are you bringing OBE back?**

Obe was never my sock puppet, in fact in the early days of my work here, we seemed to be enemy, he did not like my work, not understanding it at the time. He posted openly against me in a long ago deleted thread here.

I began to pay for his account to help support MY time and work here, and to help him get certain thugs out of his threads. He could not afford his own.

OBE has apparently passed this world. So I don't think I will be bringing him back. If he has not and shows up here again, it is because he recovered. He had written to me mid winter that he hadn't posted much, when I inquired about not seeing him, and let me know he was seriously ill and expected perhaps it was his time to leave this world. Then he had not logged in here for over a month when I wrote again, no reply and I wrote by email to him, and no reply. He is either so ill he cannot answer his email, or he has left this world. He would have informed me otherwise. I miss him here. He had a rare and wondrous understanding of God and was from Paradise also.

:blooming rose

**Snarf**
User ID: 1528429
United States
07/20/2012 09:22 PM
Weren't you supposed to have left this forum?

Being Mindful
User ID: 19938863
United States
07/20/2012 09:44 PM

Thankyou Candace for all you have done.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19045680
United States
07/20/2012 09:51 PM

Weren't you supposed to have left this forum?
Quoting: Snarf

That's what I was wondering.....

Why not just leave ?

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 20171895
United States
07/20/2012 10:03 PM

Weren't you supposed to have left this forum?
Quoting: Snarf

I didn't say I was leaving, I said I wasn't paying any more and decreasing my work here. I decided after being BANNED while I was NOT logged in and merely READING as an AC to explore what was reported to me one by one as others I paid for experienced when I stopped paying their accounts. I was banned to either make me go away or pay up again. Nothing personal they do that everyone who quits paying. To prove the point I had to carry the ban instructions all the way to the PAY part. Sure enough, here I am back with everything of my paid account intact even. Didn't I say that in a previous post here in this thread or did you miss it snarf? There are ethical ways to deal with ones paying support and it is not ethical here, at all.

You do not offer a FREE forum and then play those games when people leave. Each time I came on without being logged into my free account, as AC in other words, each page change got slower and slower, I thought it was all those ads taking time to load, but thats not it. They should load about the same, not get slower. Then all those, benefits of having a free account stuff. Then when I was logged in FREE the constant reminders that I had made more than 1000
posts so I ought to be aware of the costs of doing business here.

Why Can't Trinity just be UP FRONT and HONEST, because if he did, people would NOT LEAVE in the first place and he would have more customers. Maybe a two level plan would be useful. I paid $50 a month as a fair way to say thankyou for allowing me to work here, considering that I use a lot of space here. Seemed fair enough.

Then I have to put up as do others with the red thumb system. I don't mostly mind the green thumb system, but you do NOT ALLOW THOSE who pay your bills to be abused deliberately by such a system. It si NOT “feed back” and everyone that complains gets told to shut up or leave. I did once already and had a thread deleted.

My ban said the usual stuff, this is the portion of it I copied for my own records. I was NOT stocking. I was viewing the NEWS here, its a FREE site after all. And if I kept coming back because my ISP constantly changes my user number, like almost every day, I could be reported to the LAW, as avoiding BANS! Now you go figure. I have had to endure several members aligned with the powers that be who claim I do compulsive IP ressetting and I don't have a fucking clue as to what such a comment means. Most cellular and DSL companies migrate a person around constantly, as they log in and out. I find every day almost I live in a different place in colorado, per the ads I see on the net that pinpoint where I supposedly live. This shit below is done to get people to pay, and probably for no other reason. This is harrasement in my book.

Trinity should have it so everyone registered for a free account with no AC posting, but only reading. I was NOT posting at the time I was banned, I was READING. Others I supported experienced the same bullshit.

Now unless my red thumbs all go away, this IS the last month I will be doing anything here. I will not pay $50 or $10 to be abused. If everyone has an account, abusive posters can be removed easily. I don't mind green thumbs, I think under the system red thumbs should be given by mods only for breaking the Copyright rules and abusive reports. I like that people can earn green to spend it on stuff. It allows personal choices of the readers in the pin structure is the biggest benefit. I had red thumbs too for copyright violations I did NOT make that were statements of what is allowed here, these were all posts of uncopyrighted material on sexual issues.

And as I said there are those here who do not honor copyrights rules, this part a link back to the original article and provide your original comments / criticism in your post with the article. Yet these ones are pinned constantly for doing it! for leaving OUT their comments!

These are the only grips, I have others, but am not going to focus on them here.
SORRY - YOUR IP ADDRESS XX.XXX.XXX.xx HAS BEEN BANNED FROM VIEWING THIS WEBSITE

If you have an upgraded account you are immune to bans while logged in. Please log in now to browse the site.

If you have a free account you may also log in now and upgrade your account to get immunity from bans.

If you still don't have an account you may create an account now and then upgrade it to get past bans (and get access to other exclusive features).
Thank you for not stalking! WARNING: Obsessive Compulsive IP resetting with the intention of avoiding bans on this website and harass our users will result in your ISP being contacted and loss of your Internet service for abuse.

We sometimes have to ban entire ISPs because of attacks on this website...

If you have been inadvertently caught up in one of these bans please accept our apologies. Please fill out the form below and we will look into it as soon as possible.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19372122
United States
07/21/2012 10:19 AM

after telling me to grow up or gtfo off glp, snarf is has been banned from my threads. That was in response to my long post yesterday.

Snarf
User ID: 1528429
United States
07/22/2012 08:49 PM

NIP, are you still there?

Sleeping Giant
Patient Endurance
User ID: 543618
United States
07/23/2012 03:42 PM

NIP, are you still there?
Quoting: Snarf

Looks like she is gone w/o a trace.
msz
Love energy can change the world
User ID: 20445690
United States
07/24/2012 02:01 PM

NIP, are you still there?
Quoting: Snarf

Looks like she is gone w/o a trace.
Quoting: Sleeping Giant

looks can be deceiving...

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 20468303
United Kingdom
07/24/2012 07:17 PM

NIP, are you still there?
Quoting: Snarf

It would be best for her to be gone from here, she is way too good for you.

Snarf
User ID: 1528429
United States
08/05/2012 03:12 PM

NIP, are you still rattling cages?

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1119244
United States
09/03/2012 12:54 AM

NIP, are you still rattling cages?
Quoting: Snarf
Yes, under the name "Margaret Smith"